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A comprehensive range of products designed with healthcare in mind. Selection of
the correct products has been shown to increase hand washing compliance and
reduce cross contamination as well as offering water saving benefits.

No-touch products reduce the risk of
cross contamination.
MANUFACTURED

IN THE UK

heaLThcare

No-ToUch aUTomaTic TaPs

No-touch products have been identified by the NHS as offering
significant benefits subject to the reliability of the specified
products. Dart Valley Systems have achieved extremely
high levels of reliability and value for money. Many building
guidelines (HBN’s) recommend ‘no-touch’ taps and WC
Flushvalves.

Hygiene

The HPA and DOH acknowledge that no-touch taps reduce
the risk of cross contamination. DVS believe that the ease of use
also encourages handwashing thus increasing compliance.

Reliability

WaTer coNserVaTioN
Dart Valley Systems have seen dramatic
reductions achieved in water bills and with fast
payback (even in healthcare applications)
demonstrating a good business case for
investment in water saving products. As well as
providing optimum water savings DVS provide
scientifically proven solutions that can assist with
reduction in biofilms.
Electronic taps use the “optimum” amount of water as the taps
only run when the hands are placed under the spout, limiting
the water use to the precise time required and preventing taps
being left running.

Typical Savings with DVS Products
Include:
X Clinical automatic no-touch taps:

Up to 65%

X No-touch WC Flushvalve:

Up to 30%

X Electronic urinal controls:

Up to 80%

X Self-closing push taps:

Up to 50%

Recent trials in large hospitals showed a 65% reduction in the
water used per hand wash with no-touch taps compared to
lever-operated taps. The number of hand washes doubled,
confirming the views that no-touch taps are so much easier to
use and encourage hand-washing.
Even for retro-fit, where the original taps have to be removed,
payback on water savings alone can be as short as three years.

Automatic taps are the most hygienic option available for
hand washing. This is a very important aspect for all washrooms,
but of increased importance for hospitals where crosscontamination needs to be avoided.

DVS automatic taps have been extensively developed and
tested to achieve the current high levels of reliability.
James Paget Hospital commented “Dart Valley Systems’
automatic taps have been totally reliable and are good value
for money. Whilst the main consideration is hygiene to avoid
cross contamination, automatic taps also make significant
savings on water”.
James Paget Hospital now have over 600 taps and have
experienced outstanding performance from DVS taps. The
hospital is also the most water efficient in their sector, medium
acute outside London.

Water Quality
DVS designs offer optimum solutions to help maintain bacteria
free water. Options available include automatic purging to
avoid deadlegs and stagnant water, and thermal shock
disinfection. Copper tails for taps can be provided if preferred to
flexible connections. DVS have however carried out scientific
evaluation at Plymouth University and recommend PEX
lined hoses.

Major clients include:
Dart Valley Systems has a strong NHS client base, including:
X

Cambridge University
NHS Foundation Trust

X

Wye Valley NHS Trust

X

Invicta Community Care
Trust

X

Heart of England NHS
Foundation Trust

X

X

Blackpool, Fylde and
Wyre Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust

James Paget University
Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust

X

X

Royal Cornwall Hospitals
Trust

University Hospitals
Coventry and Warwickshire
NHS Trust

X

Dorset County Hospital
NHS Foundation Trust

X

X

Hull and East Yorkshire
Hospitals NHS Trust

University Hospitals of
Morecambe Bay NHS
Foundation Trust

X

Wrightinton, WIgan and
Leigh NHS Foundation Trust

X

Royal Brompton and
Harefield NHS Foundation X Buckinghamshire
Trust
Healthcare NHS Trust
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The problem of healthcare acquired infection is high on the agenda of the Department
of Health. There is increasing recognition of the problems and the associated costs.
Hand hygiene is central to reducing the impact on staff, patients and trusts.

healthcare

Designed with healthcare environments in mind, the AquariThermTM tap meets the
needs of challenging infection control environments alongside those of FM teams.

NeW aQUariTherm TaP
Tm

Designed with healthcare environments in mind,
the AquariTherm™ collection combines infection
control features, simple isolation for quick and
easy servicing and a stylish aesthetic, meeting the
needs of healthcare professionals and technical
support staff.
The patented* isolation feature allows the tap to be removed
from the wall without the removal of panels, and exchanged with
a spare tap to ensure that tap stations are always functional, as
well as reducing ward-based service times for facilities teams. The
easy to access in-line filter and thermostatic mixing valve can then
be serviced quickly and easily away from the ward with minimal
disruption.

aT04-001
No-touch AquariTherm™

As well as unique servicing features, the AquariTherm™ tap is
designed for easy day-to-day cleaning and use.
The AquariTherm™ tap is available in either automatic or
manual specification, making it ideal for a range of healthcare
applications. The automatic specification offers a no-touch solution,
incorporating an ergonomic integrated downward facing sensor
with adjustable range as well as an automatic purge facility.
Both the manual and automatic models include a mechanism
to ensure that any hot water is mixed before being delivered to
the users’ hands, ensuring that there is no ‘hot spike’ effect when
placing hands under the tap. Additionally, the tap body stays cool
during use, even with prolonged hot running water.

Features
X No-touch or manual operation models available
X Ergonomic, easy to clean surfaces

mT04-001
Manual AquariTherm™

No-Touch

X Quick and easy to service in location

X HTM 64 Compliant

X Surface area remains cool

X Tap body DZR Brass

X Simple filter exchange and cleaning

X Ergonomic with easy clean surfaces

X Adjustable sensing range

X Quick and easy to service

X Automatic purge facility

X No touch operation

Manual
X HTM 64 Compliant
X Tap body DZR Brass
X Ergonomic with easy clean surfaces
X Tap handle positioned further from the wall than other

healthcare taps
X Quick and easy to service
X No hot surface area
X Easy removable filters & check valves for servicing
*Patent Pending

X No hot surface area
X Adjustable sensing range
X Easy removable filters & check valves for servicing
X Downward facing sensor
X Automatic purge facility built in
X Reduced hot spikes
X Chlorination setting
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haNDs-oFF aPProach To
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There are cost-effective solutions that can make
significant contributions to improving hygiene
and also reducing water consumption.
A major proportion of avoidable hospital-acquired infections
are transferred to the patient via the hands of carers.
The two most important aspects of improving hand hygiene
are to increase the frequency and improve the effectiveness of
hand washing. No-touch taps will help to achieve both of these
objectives.
Dr Peter Wilson, Consultant Microbiologist, University College
Hospital, London, said: “Traditionally, elbow-operated taps have
been used, but some dexterity is often needed to use them
properly. Many still operate taps with fingers, risking spread
of pathogens. An innovative solution is the use of infrared
operated taps. No physical contact with the tap is then needed
and recontamination is avoided. Provided they are reliable,
these should reduce cross-infection, particularly in the intensive
care unit. The Health Building Note (Number 57) recommends
that these taps be installed in all intensive care units.”
James Paget University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust is one
of the hospitals that has recognised the benefits, and has
now installed over 600 no-touch taps. The initiative has been
keenly supported by the infection-control team, and Linda
Hawtin, Clinical Specialist - Infection Control, stated: “From an
infection-control perspective, the taps are excellent because
they reduce the risk of hand contamination after washing, and
they are quick to use because the water is warm immediately,
therefore encouraging staff to wash their hands more often.”

DVS ‘no-touch’ surgeon taps (Ref: AT02-053)

sUrGeoNs scrUB-UP
TroUGhs
Features include:

ac05-012
Single station surgeons scrub-up trough

X Hygienic and vandal resistant design
X Concealed pipework
X Constructed from 316 stainless steel
X Single, 2 or 3 station designs
X Specifically designed and developed for use with DVS

surgeons scrub-up automatic taps

ac05-011
2 station surgeons scrub-up trough

X Pre-drilled holes for mounting taps (optional)

ac05-010
3 station surgeons scrub-up trough

healthcare

The Aquarius range of taps are manufactured from stainless steel, and with a solid
38mm stainless steel ingot for the head assembly.

cLiNicaL aUTomaTic TaPs

AquariThermTM

Aquarius WM Straight Tap

X Ergonomic, easy to clean surfaces

X No-touch or manual operation models available

With its modern and simple design, the Aquarius Wall Mount
tap ensures the ultimate in hygiene for the most discerning
of clients.

X Quick and easy to service in location

Surgeons Scrub-Up

X Adjustable sensing range

X Surface area remains cool
X Simple filter exchange and cleaning

X Automatic purge facility

The Surgeons Scrub-Up tap is based on the Aquarius WM tap
but has additional features designed specifically for surgeons
scrub-up areas.
The tap has a longer reach and is pre-programmed to provide
a longer sensing range and run-on time, meaning that surgeons
can wash their hands and forearms easier and for longer.

aT02-011
WM straight - Brushed 200mm

aT02-021
Surgeons scrub-up - Brushed 250mm

This tap is available in three lengths, 150mm, 200mm and 250mm.

Aquarius High Neck
The Aquarius High Neck offers a clinical deck mounted solution
for hand wash or scrub-up.
With its extra high body and long reach design the Aquarius
High Neck makes it easier for surgeons and hospital staff to
wash their hands and forearms. Its simple but unique design
also makes it exceptionally easy to clean.

Aquarius WM Filter Tap
There may be certain high risk areas where point of use
filters may be considered. DVS have specially designed this
automatic tap to accept point-of-use filters.

aT03-041
High Neck - Brushed

aT02-024
Aquarius WM with point-of-use filter - Brushed 250mm

Disposable water filters for taps protect against Legionella and
other bacteria in the water supply.
The validated 0.2 µm filter membrane protects against
Legionella spp, which are known contaminants of hospital
water supplies and can lead to nosocomial infections.

Filter features:
X Quick connection

aT04-001
No-touch AquariTherm™

X Instant protection
X Validated 0.2 µm filter membrane
X Individually tested
X Pre-sterilised - Ready to use

! Notes: Copper tails for taps can be provided if preferred to
flexible connections.

healthcare

maiNTaiNiNG GooD WaTer QUaLiTY
Automatic Tap Purge Controller*
The automatic tap purge controller reduces maintenance and
the risk of Legionella by purging the taps if they have not been
operated for a predefined time.
Purge run times are adjustable and delay can be set to detect
non-use between 6 hours and 15 days. Purge can be set
between 5 seconds and 5 minutes. A periodic purge can be
switched on or off.

aT00-032
Automatic tap purge controller

Special features:
PUR
CON GE
TROLLE

X Simple to set up

R

X Saves manually running taps
X Readout monitors operations
X Easy to use
With Bushboard modules the purge controller
can be situated out of sight and also easily
accessed for timing adjustments if necessary.

X Avoids stagnation
X Overcomes human error
*This unit is for pre 2012 taps only. All new DVS taps have a built in purge feature.

reaDY PLUmBeD moDULes

The factory built aluminium frames are engineered to provide
the maximum rigidity. Access panels, sanitaryware**, cisterns and
pipework are factory assembled and pressure tested prior to
delivery direct to site, ensuring quality and speedy on site installation.

Fittings
‘Lift off’, ‘push fit’ and ‘hinged’ concealed fixings provide
access for all panel specifications and ensure ‘RPM’ is hygienic
and easy to maintain.

Plumbing
A choice of traditional copper, or plastic compression fit systems
Healthcare
is available. BothMental
systems
are ‘dry’ pressure tested after assembly.
Risk
*Research carried outHigh
by QMP,
an independent partnership of surveyors, architects
and designers. Typical washroom layout based on the New Metric Handbook. Rates
obtained from Laxtons 2003 and Spons 2002. **WCs are supplied loose for onsite fixing.

Twyford Bushboard
DVS have teamed up with specialists Twyford to help provide
an easier all-round solution to purchasing complete
washroom suites.
The combination of Twyford Bushboard and DVS products
ensure the client obtains optimum solutions from a single
source, with technical specialist support for all of the products.
Boxed out ready plumbed units are ideal for retro-fitting
handwash stations.

‘Ready Plumbed Modules’ (RPM) create new
standards in washroom quality and design.
Independent research comparing traditional
construction methods and RPM indicate
potential cost savings of up to 20% on complete
installation and a reduction in installation time
of 75%.*

PURGE
CONTR
OLLER

Cabling and plumbing for DVS automatic taps and WCs can be safely hidden
away and easily accessed with ready plumbed modules
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Scrub-up trough - 3 station - Stainless steel
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Scrub-up trough - 2 station - Stainless steel
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05-012
Scrub-up trough - Single station - Stainless steel

Please note: Illustrations not to scale
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T02-041
Aquarius High Neck tap

Fixing: 3/4” BSP
(28mmø clearance drill hole)
Filter and adaptor at extra cost

Fixing: 3/4” BSP
(28mmø clearance drill hole)

Fixing: 3/4” BSP
(28mmø clearance drill hole)

A

T02-021
Aquarius WM Straight tap

A

A

T02-024
Aquarius WM filter tap

128

128

200

200

230

217

0

20

T04-001
AquariTherm™ tap
Fixing: 1 1/2” BSP
(50mmø clearance drill hole)

M

A

T04-001
Manual AquariTherm™ tap
Fixing: 1 1/2” BSP
(50mmø clearance drill hole)

64

500*
39

98

A

T00-032
Purge controller

A

T00-019
Pex hose

Please note: Illustrations not to scale
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Scrub taps have 20 seconds factory-set
run-on time. These can be adjusted during
manufacture, or post-installation using a
hand-held controller.
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Important Note

Please call our team on 01803 529021 for
further details.

Clinical Automatic Taps
Code

A

A

A

Profile (Not to scale)

T02-052
T02-053
T02-054

Description
Aquarius WM straight tap spout only in S/St 150mm
Aquarius WM straight tap spout only in S/St 200mm
Aquarius WM straight tap spout only in S/St 250mm

A

A

A

A

! Notes: Wall mounted. Standard finish is brushed stainless steel. Approx 200mm
sensitivity range.
T02-014
T02-024
T00-039
T00-040

Aquarius WM straight tap spout only in S/St 200mm filter
Aquarius WM straight tap spout only in S/St 250mm filter
PAL filter for use with Aquarius WM filter tap
Adaptor for PAL filters

M

A

A

A

! Notes: Wall mounted. Standard finish is brushed stainless steel. Tap does not
include filter or adaptor.
! Notes: Above taps 230 o/a length. 280 o/a length for surgeons scrub also available
T04-001
T04-011
T04-012
T04-001

Automatic AquariTherm™ spout only
AquariTherm™ Std Mains Kit for 1-6 bar for use with automatic spout only
AquariTherm™ Std Battery Kit for 1-6 bar for use with automatic spout only
Manual AquariTherm™ spout only

Tap Options

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Code
T00-001
T00-002
T00-003
T00-004
T00-005
T00-006
T00-007
T00-008

Description
Single station battery kit standard pressure
Single station mains kit standard pressure
Two station mains kit standard pressure
Three station mains kit standard pressure
Single station battery kit low pressure
Single station mains kit low pressure
Two station mains kit low pressure
Three station mains kit low pressure

For alternative Automatic Taps please refer to page 22
Profile (Not to scale)

Description
Aquarius WM straight tap - all lengths available
! Notes: Wall mounted. Available in brushed or polished finish.
Aquarius High Neck tap
! Notes: Deck mounted. Available in brushed or polished finish.
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Ready Plumbed Modules
Description
IO

ICA

T
T

IO

ICA

N PPL
N PPL
A

O

O

Code

A

Profile (Not to scale)

N
N

Short unit with shelf, automatic tap and basin
Full height unit with automatic tap and basin
! Notes: Ready plumbed modules are ideal for retro-fitting handwash stations. For special
heights or hinged doors etc please contact our sales team for options. Also available with
tap spout and wave-on sensors for warm and cold water.

Purge Controllers
Code
A

Profile (Not to scale)

T00-032

Description
Automatic tap purge controller

Scrub-Up Troughs

AC

AC

AC

Code
05-012
05-011
05-010

Description
Stainless steel scrub-up trough - Single station - Troughs only
Stainless steel scrub-up trough - 2 station - Troughs only
Stainless steel scrub-up trough - 3 station - Troughs only
! Notes: Pre-drilled holes for taps are optional, please specify

AC

Profile (Not to scale)

17-047

Thermostatic mixing valve 4in1 - 15/22mm

H
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Patient Ensuite Package 5 (excl. shower)
Ensuite package 5 includes all of the individual items listed
below except non-standard fixing lengths and optional extras.
If longer fixing threads are required please specify. Fixing
threads are available for 150mm, 200mm and 300mm
wall thickness.

Ensuite Package 5 - Patient (excl. shower)
Description
Complete Patient Ensuite Package 5 (excluding shower) - Standard
! Notes: Includes standard Twyford fixing kits suitable for IPS panels. Excludes optional extras.

Package Breakdown - Individual Items
Description

W00-002
W00-001
W00-009
W00-010
T07-048
V 07-003
W 02-014
17-047

Twyford Avalon ceramic WC pan (Includes fixings)
Twyford Avalon - Seat and cover only
Twyford Sola Spectrum 500 ceramic basin
Twyford Sola Spectrum 500 basin fixing kit
Aquarius WM tap spout with no electronics (200mm)
Washroom control system kit - For when DVS high security backplates are not being used
Concealed tall cistern kit (2”)
DVS thermostatic mixing valve (for basin)

AC

C

R

A

S

S

S

S

Code

Fixings and Extensions (Not included in the standard package)
Code

AC

AC

AC

02-056
02-057
02-058

Description
Sensor thread extension for 100mm wall thickness (for WC sensor, showerhead or shower sensor)
Sensor thread extension for 150mm wall thickness (for WC sensor, showerhead or shower sensor)
Sensor thread extension for 250mm wall thickness (for WC sensor, showerhead or shower sensor)
! Notes: When ordering sensor extensions please specify for use with WC sensor.

Options
Description

V 01-025
04-016

High security mirror with white moulded frame
Key switch for re-setting lock-outs (for Washroom Control System)

AC

R

Code

Dashed Outline = Low Risk Twyford Sanitaryware
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Patient Ensuite Package 6 (incl. shower)
Ensuite package 6 includes all of the individual items listed
below except non-standard fixing lengths and optional extras.
If longer fixing threads are required please specify. Fixing
threads are available for 150mm, 200mm and 300mm
wall thickness.
! Please Note: Fixing extensions for showerhead and sensor need
to be specified below separately due to possible variations in wall
thicknesses across installation locations.

Ensuite Package 6 - Patient (incl. shower)
Description
Complete Patient Ensuite Package 6 (including shower) - Standard
! Notes: Includes standard Twyford fixing kits suitable for IPS panels. Excludes optional extras.

Package Breakdown - Individual Items
Description

W00-002
W00-001
W00-009
W00-010
W00-048
V 07-003
W 02-014
17-048
00-019
00-001
17-009

Twyford Avalon ceramic WC pan (Includes fixings)
Twyford Avalon - Seat and cover only
Twyford Sola Spectrum 500 ceramic basin
Twyford Sola Spectrum 500 basin fixing kit
Aquarius WM tap spout with no electronics (200mm)
Washroom control system kit - For when DVS high security backplates are not being used
Concealed tall cistern kit (2”)
TMV3 thermostatic mixing valve x 2 (1 for basin and 1 for showerhead)
Showerhead with rail and handset
Anti-vandal shower sensor for showerhead
Solenoid valve for showerhead

AC

SH

SH

AC

C

R

S

S

S

S

S

Code

Fixings and Extensions (Not included in the standard package)
Code

AC

AC

AC

02-056
02-057
02-058

Description
Sensor thread extension for 100mm wall thickness (for WC sensor, showerhead or shower sensor)
Sensor thread extension for 150mm wall thickness (for WC sensor, showerhead or shower sensor)
Sensor thread extension for 250mm wall thickness (for WC sensor, showerhead or shower sensor)
! Notes: When ordering sensor extensions please specify for use with WC sensor.

Options
Description

V 01-025
07-042
04-016

High security mirror with white moulded frame
High security ceiling showerhead
Key switch for re-setting lock-outs (for Washroom Control System)

AC

SH

R

Code

Dashed Outline = Low Risk Twyford Sanitaryware
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